Acute daily psychological stress causes increased atrophic gene expression and myostatin-dependent muscle atrophy
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Allen DL, McCall GE, Loh AS, Madden MC, Mehan RS. Acute daily psychological stress causes increased atrophic gene expression and myostatin-dependent muscle atrophy. Am J Physiol Regul Integr Comp Physiol 299: R889–R898, 2010. First published June 30, 2010; doi:10.1152/ajpregu.00296.2010.—Psychological stress is known to attenuate body size and lean body mass. We tested the effects of 1, 3, or 7 days of two different models of psychological stress, 1 h of daily restraint stress (RS) or daily cage-switching stress (CS), on skeletal muscle size and atrophy-associated gene expression in mice. Thymus weights decreased in both RS and CS mice compared with unstressed controls, suggesting that both models activated the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis. Body mass was significantly decreased at all time points for both models of stress but was greatest for RS than CS. Mass of the tibialis anterior (TA) and soleus (SOL) muscles was significantly decreased after 3 and 7 days of RS, but CS only significantly decreased SOL mass after 7 days. TA mRNA levels of the atrophy-associated genes myostatin (MSTN), atrogin-1, and the phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase inhibitor subunit p85α were all significantly increased relative to unstressed mice after 1 and 3 days of RS, and expression of MSTN and p85α mRNA remained elevated after 7 days of RS. Expression of muscle ring finger 1 was increased after 1 day of RS but returned to baseline at 3 and 7 days of RS, MSTN, atrogin-1, and p85α mRNA levels also significantly increased after 1 and 3 days of CS but atrogin-1 mRNA levels had resolved back to normal levels by 3 days and p85α with 7 days of CS. p21CIP mRNA levels were significantly decreased by 3 days of CS or RS. Finally, body mass was minimally affected, and muscle mass was completely unaffected by 3 days of RS in mice null for the MSTN gene, and MSTN inactivation attenuated the increase in atrogin-1 mRNA levels with 4 days of RS compared with wild-type mice. Together these data suggest that acute daily psychological stress induces atrophic gene expression and loss of muscle mass that appears to be MSTN dependent.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL STRESS is a common aspect of daily life for many people. Severe or chronic stress has a number of adverse health outcomes, including suppression of the immune system, increased risk for cardiovascular events such as heart attack and stroke, and greater propensity for certain types of cancer and autoimmune diseases (14, 18, 49). In addition, stress can dramatically alter body composition in ways that can exacerbate these negative effects on overall health. Specifically, stress is often associated with an increase in visceral adiposity in both rodents and humans (5, 47, 48), resulting in shifts in circulating cytokine, hormone, fatty acid, and glucose levels that can increase the risk of cardiovascular disease (4).

Stress can also decrease lean body mass in both humans and rodents (6, 12, 20, 25). From a health perspective, stress-induced decreases in lean mass may have two major adverse outcomes. First, a decrease in lean mass may further contribute to the stress-induced adverse metabolic profile by decreasing substrate oxidation due to a reduction in the amount of metabolically active tissue, which may result in even greater energy storage in adipose tissue. Second, chronic psychological stress may increase susceptibility to musculoskeletal injury by creating smaller, weaker muscles less capable of producing and/or sustaining an equivalent level of force as an unstressed muscle, which could result in a muscle more susceptible to mechanical strain-induced damage during normal use (15).

The specific molecular mechanism(s) by which daily psychological stress results in decreased lean body mass remain poorly defined. Stress-induced changes in body composition are thought to be a consequence of both decreased food intake elicited by stress (50) and increases in the secretion of glucocorticoids by the adrenal glands as a result of heightened activity of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis (HPA) (5). Food deprivation and glucocorticoid administration are each known to elicit specific changes in skeletal muscle gene expression consistent with muscle atrophy, including increased expression of myostatin (MSTN; of the inhibitory subunit of the progrowth phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI 3-kinase), p85α; and of the so-called “atrogenes,” the ubiquitin ligases muscle ring finger 1 (MuRF1) and atrogin-1 (17, 21, 22, 32, 33, 38, 40, 52). However, the specific effects of psychological stress on skeletal muscle size and gene expression remain unknown.

The aim of the present work was to determine the effects of acute, daily psychological stress on skeletal muscle size and gene expression and, because of its key role in regulating muscle atrophy (19, 36, 37, 43), to examine the effects of MSTN inactivation on the muscle changes due to stress. To this end, we examined the effects of two different models of psychological stress, 1 h of daily restraint stress (RS) and daily cage switching, on muscle mass and proatrophy gene expression in mice across three time points. Our data suggest that acute daily stress is associated with decreases in body mass and muscle mass and increases in expression of MSTN, p85α, MuRF1, and atrogin-1. Moreover, MSTN null mice were much less affected by 3 days of RS, supporting the hypothesis that the muscle atrophy in response to stress is mediated through MSTN-dependent signaling pathways.

METHODS

Experimental animals. All experimental procedures involving animals were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of Colorado, Boulder, and complied with the guidelines of the American Physiological Society on the use of laboratory animals. Three-month-old male wild-type C57/black6j mice were obtained from our breeding colony in the Department of Integrative Physiology at the University of Colorado, Boulder, or...
were purchased from Jackson Laboratories. Purchased mice were allowed to acclimate to the vivarium environment for 4 wk before the start of the study. MSTN null mice were kindly provided by Dr. Se-Jin Lee.

**Experimental manipulations.** All studies were done between routine weekly cage changes so as to minimize the influence of this form of stress on the outcome measures. All studies, including stress manipulations and killings, were completed between 0900 and 1300 to minimize/control for diurnal increases in glucocorticoid release. Mice in each of the groups were placed in individual cages several weeks before the experiments and remained so for the duration of the experiments. For the RS studies, mice (n = 4–5/time point) were lightly anesthetized by placing them in a 1-liter chamber with isoflurane for <15 s and placed in a 50-ml conical tube in which numerous breathing holes had been made in the cone end, with another hole in the screw cap to allow the tail to exit. Anesthetization with inhaled anesthesia for up to 1 min has been shown to have minimal effects on corticosterone and other stress markers in rodents (11); nevertheless, because we did not have a group of mice that only received the anesthesia and not the restraint, it is possible that the brief exposure to anesthesia contributed to the stress response in the RS mice. Mice were placed in the tubes at 0900 for 1 h and then released. RS was carried out daily for 1, 3, or 7 days, and mice were killed 24 h after the last RS bout.

For cage-switching stress (CS) (n = 4–5/time point), we used the procedure previously used by Lee et al. (30, 31). Briefly, each morning CS mice were weighed and then placed in a cage previously occupied by another CS mouse. Mice were rotated round-robin through as many other cages of other CS mice as the duration of the experiment (1, 3, or 7 days) and were killed 24 h after the last cage switch. Bedding in cages of CS was not changed during the study in an attempt to maximize the stress-related sensory stimuli (pheromones, urine, etc.) of prior CS mice occupants. Three groups of mice served as controls. First, a group of mice (n = 5) was killed the 1st day of the experiment and served as a baseline control (BC). A second group of mice (n = 4–5/time point) was weighed each morning but was not subjected to RS or cage switching to control for the stress of daily handling (handling control; HC). Finally, a third group (n = 4–5/time point) was placed in individual cages and was not handled for the duration of the experiment but was fed the same amount of food each night as was eaten by the RS group and was the eating control (EC). Food was weighed for the RS mice each morning, and the amount eaten was estimated by subtracting from the prior day’s total; the RS group daily mean amount of food was then given to the EC mice the following day. All mice with the exception of the EC group were weighed daily until death.

At each time point, all four groups (RS, CS, HC, EC) were killed by brief (<15 s) exposure to inhaled anesthesia as described by Jones et al. (24) followed by decapitation. Mice from each group were killed in random order, and the tibialis anterior (TA), soleus (SOL), spleen, and thymus were surgically removed, weighed, and frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80°C until use. The TA and SOL were chosen as representative fast-twitch and slow-twitch muscles from the hindlimb. In addition, trunk blood was collected following decapitation and allowed to sit on ice before centrifugation and collection of the serum, which was also stored at −80°C until use.

For the study on MSTN null mice, wild-type and MSTN null mice were weighed the day before the experiment and then were either left unhandled for the duration of the experiment (n = 4–5/genotype) or were exposed to daily RS for 3 days (n = 5/genotype). Twenty-four hours after the third bout of RS (24 h), mice were exposed to RS for an additional hour and then allowed to recover for 1 h before death. The TA and SOL muscles were dissected, weighed, and frozen, and blood was taken for analysis as described above.

**Blood measures.** Serum corticosterone levels were determined by using a commercially available ELISA kit (Assay Designs). In addition, blood glucose levels were quantified from 2 μl of serum using a OneTouch Ultra glucometer (LifeScan).

**Quantitative real-time RT-PCR.** RNA was isolated from skeletal muscle samples using the Trizol method as described previously (1–3). The RT reaction was carried out using 0.5 μg of RNA using the High Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription kit from Applied Bio-

### Table 1. Spleen mass, thymus mass, and corticosterone levels for the stressed and unstressed mice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BC</th>
<th>EC</th>
<th>HC</th>
<th>CS</th>
<th>RS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spleen mass, mg</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Day</td>
<td>69.4 ± 3.2†</td>
<td>80.1 ± 4.0*</td>
<td>66.4 ± 6.4†</td>
<td>68.4 ± 2.3†</td>
<td>69.5 ± 1.8†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Days</td>
<td>69.4 ± 3.2</td>
<td>70.5 ± 1.0</td>
<td>66.8 ± 1.3</td>
<td>67.7 ± 0.7</td>
<td>59.8 ± 2.0*†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Days</td>
<td>69.4 ± 3.2</td>
<td>71.3 ± 3.5</td>
<td>66.0 ± 3.9</td>
<td>66.5 ± 2.4</td>
<td>64.3 ± 2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thymus mass, mg</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Day</td>
<td>53.9 ± 3.2</td>
<td>37.5 ± 2.1*</td>
<td>47.5 ± 1.6†</td>
<td>42.4 ± 1.4*</td>
<td>45.6 ± 0.8*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Days</td>
<td>53.9 ± 3.2</td>
<td>44.6 ± 4.6</td>
<td>38.4 ± 4.0</td>
<td>40.5 ± 4.5*</td>
<td>35.8 ± 3.7*†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Days</td>
<td>53.9 ± 3.2</td>
<td>37.6 ± 2.0*</td>
<td>42.1 ± 3.2*</td>
<td>36.6 ± 3.5*</td>
<td>36.3 ± 4.4*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plasma corticosterone, ng/ml</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Day</td>
<td>30.3 ± 4.0</td>
<td>30.3 ± 2.0</td>
<td>30.8 ± 2.0</td>
<td>31.1 ± 7.0</td>
<td>31.1 ± 4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Days</td>
<td>30.3 ± 4.0</td>
<td>26.5 ± 7.0</td>
<td>43.6 ± 8.4</td>
<td>37.2 ± 2.8</td>
<td>36.2 ± 13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Days</td>
<td>30.3 ± 4.0</td>
<td>35.2 ± 9.1</td>
<td>34.7 ± 4.1</td>
<td>26.1 ± 9.2</td>
<td>24.6 ± 6.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values shown are means ± SE BC: baseline control; EC: eating control; HC: handling control; CS: cage-switching stress; RS: restraint stress. The BC group was killed before the 1st day of the experiment and was the same for all time points. P < 0.05, significantly different from baseline (*) and significantly different from EC (†).
systems and RNA-specific probes according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Primer and probe sets for MSTN, atrogin-1, MuRF1, p85α, p21CIP, and β-actin were obtained from Applied Biosystems. All real-time PCR procedures were run in triplicate to control for variances in loading. In addition, a standard curve ranging from 10- to 0.001-µg dilutions of mouse TA cDNA was run in duplicate for every assay to produce a standard curve for quantification. All values are expressed as the mean of the triplicate measure for the mRNA species in question divided by the mean of the triplicate measure of β-actin for each sample.

Statistical analysis. All in vivo studies represent n = 4–5 animals/condition, and all data from these studies are reported as means ± SE. Statistically significant differences in tissue mass, serum measures, or mRNA levels between the different conditions at each time point were determined by ANOVA and Fisher’s post hoc test. Differences between wild-type and MSTN null mice were determined by an independent t-test. For all statistical tests, an alpha level of 0.05 was considered as significant.

RESULTS

Effects of stress on body mass. As shown in Fig. 1, the mean body mass lost by mice depended on both the experimental manipulation and its duration. RS mice lost an average of >0.5 g of body mass after 1 day of RS, and this significantly decreased further after both 3 and 7 days of RS (Fig. 1). RS mice lost significantly more mass at the 7-day time point than either CS or HC mice (Fig. 1). In contrast, CS mice lost <0.25 g after 1 day, slightly more after 3 days, and only with 7 days of CS did body mass significantly decrease further. Moreover, the loss in body mass in response to CS was similar to that lost by HC mice that were handled and weighed daily. The EC mice in this study were not weighed before the experiment so as to minimize handling stress, so it is not known to what extent body mass was affected by this manipulation. Moreover, this study did not have a condition where mice were unhandled but allowed ad libitum access to food, but in the subsequent study on wild-type and MSTN null mice described below, unstressed wild-type mice in this condition continued to gain weight over the first 4 days of the experiment (see Fig. 8A).

Effects of stress on spleen mass, thymus mass, and corticosterone levels. Mean spleen mass after 1 day was significantly higher in the EC group than in the BC, HC, CS, and RS groups, although this likely reflected greater starting spleen mass in this group. Mean spleen mass did not significantly differ between any of the stressed groups and the BC group at 1 day but was significantly lower in the RS mice compared with the BC and EC mice after 3 days of daily RS (Table 1). At 7 days, there was again no significant difference between any of the groups in mean spleen mass (Table 1).

Mean thymus mass was significantly lower for the EC, RS, and CS mice compared with the BC mice after 1 day and remained lower for the CS and RS groups compared with the BC mice at 3 and 7 days (Table 1). In addition, thymus mass was also significantly lower for the HC group at the 3- and

Fig. 2. Tibialis anterior (TA) and soleus (SOL) mass are decreased by acute daily stress. Mean TA (A, C, and E) and SOL (B, D, and F) mass after 1 (A and B), 3 (C and D), or 7 (E and F) days. As described in METHODS, the conditions are baseline control (BC); eating control (EC), which was fed the same amount eaten as the RS mice; HC, which was handled and weighed each day like the RS and CS mice; RS; and CS. RS resulted in a significant decrease in TA at 1, 3, and 7 days and in SOL mass at 3 and 7 days, and CS resulted in a significant decrease in SOL mass at 7 days. Bars represent means ± SE for n = 4–5 mice/group. P < 0.05, significantly different from BC (*), significantly different from EC at the same time point (†), significantly different from HC at the same time point (‡), and significantly different from CS at the same time point (§).
7-day time points and for the EC mice at the 7-day time point (Table 1). There was no significant increase in serum corticosterone levels 24 h after the last stress bout in any group at any of the three time points, suggesting that the stress was an acute one not associated with sustained elevations in stress hormone levels (Table 1).

Effects of stress on muscle mass. After a single bout of RS (1 day), TA mass was significantly different from BC, HC, and EC, but SOL mass was not significantly different from any other condition (Fig. 2, A and B). After 3 days of RS, mean TA and SOL mass were both significantly lower than that of BC, EC, HC, and CS mice (Fig. 2, C and D). Mean TA and SOL mass remained significantly lower for RS mice after 7 days relative to BC mice (Fig. 2, E and F). In contrast, TA mass was not affected by CS at any time point, and mean SOL mass was significantly lower in the CS group only at the 7-day time point compared with the BC group (Fig. 2). Neither TA nor SOL mass was significantly different in the EC or HC groups compared with the BC group (Fig. 2).

Atrophic gene expression is increased by stress. Expression of several proatrophy genes in the TA muscle showed small but significant increases 24 h after a single bout of acute stress relative to the BC group. MSTN mRNA levels were significantly increased by ~75% over that of the BC group after 1 day of RS or CS (Fig. 3A) and remained modestly but significantly elevated after 3 and 7 days of RS or CS (Fig. 3, B and C). MSTN mRNA levels were also significantly increased after 1 day in the HC mice and tended to be higher after 3 days of daily handling and weighing though this was not significant ($P = 0.0574$) and were similar to BC after 7 days of daily handling (Fig. 3, A–C). Pair feeding also tended to elevate MSTN mRNA after 1 day ($P = 0.0506$), but MSTN mRNA levels from the EC mice were not significantly different from that of BC mice at 1, 3, or 7 days. MSTN mRNA levels were also significantly increased in the RS group at 1 and 3 days in the SOL muscle as well (data not shown).

Expression of the PI 3-kinase inhibitory subunit p85α showed a similar pattern to MSTN but was even more robust. p85α mRNA levels significantly increased in all groups ~2.5-fold after 1 day compared with the BC group, and remained elevated after 3 and 7 days of RS and after 3 days of CS relative to the BC group (Fig. 4, A–C). p85α mRNA levels were significantly greater in the RS group after 3 days than the EC, HC, and BC groups and were significantly greater in the RS group after 7 days than the CS, EC, HC, and BC groups (Fig. 4, B and C).

Atrogin-1 mRNA levels were also significantly elevated in response to various forms of stress. At 1 day, atrogin-1 mRNA levels were significantly increased by RS and CS and were also significantly increased in the HC mice relative to the BC mice at this time point (Fig. 5A). Atrogin-1 mRNA levels remained significantly elevated in the RS group after 3 days relative to the four other groups, but had returned to BC levels for all groups after 7 days (Fig. 5, B and C).

MuRF1 mRNA levels were significantly elevated 30–60% relative to the BC mice after 1 day of RS or CS and in the HC but not the EC mice (Fig. 6A) and were similar to the other conditions at the 3- or 7-day time points (Fig. 6, B and C).

p21CIP1 mRNA levels were highly variable even in the BC mice and significantly decreased in the RS and CS groups at the 3-day time point but were similar among the other conditions and time points (Fig. 7, A–C).

MSTN inactivation attenuates the changes with stress. We then examined the role of MSTN in the stress-mediated changes observed above. Three days of RS again resulted in a significant decrease in body mass (Fig. 8A) and a small but significant decrease in TA (Fig. 8B) and SOL (Fig. 8C) mass in wild-type mice. However, in MSTN null mice, the decrease in body mass was significantly lower than that of wild-type mice, and the decreases in TA and SOL mass were completely abrogated (Fig. 8, A–C). Similarly, wild-type mice again showed a modest but significant increase in atrogin-1 mRNA levels with 3 days of RS, and this increase was attenuated in MSTN null mice such that atrogin-1 mRNA levels were not significantly different between the stressed and unstressed MSTN null mice (Fig. 8D).

After a fourth and final bout of RS (1 h), we observed a significant two- to threefold increase in corticosterone levels in wild-type mice. However, MSTN null mice showed an attenuation in the increase in corticosterone levels with RS (Fig. 9A). In addition, stress is typically accompanied by an increase in blood glucose levels secondary to the increase in glucocorticoids, but in MSTN null mice, glucose levels were maintained at a lower level than in wild-type mice (Fig. 9B).
coid secretion (33). Wild-type mice showed a small but significant hyperglycemia 1 h after a fourth and final daily bout of RS bout relative to unstressed mice, but MSTN mice showed a blunted hyperglycemic response in response to RS (Fig. 9B).

**DISCUSSION**

In the present study, we examined the effects of two different, previously characterized models of daily psychological stress, RS and CS, on muscle size and gene expression in mice. RS is a frequently used and well-characterized model for producing acute stress in rodents (7). This model causes a large transient increase in HPA axis activity and corticosterone release that has made it an excellent model for studying the consequences of elevated HPA activation on various output measures (7, 28, 29, 46). We observed significant decreases in spleen and thymus weights with RS at various time points throughout the study, two tissues known to be affected by stress and corticosterone levels (9, 24). We also observed no change in serum corticosterone levels 24 h after 1, 3, or 7 daily bouts of RS (Table 1), consistent with previous data demonstrating that the increase in HPA activation is transient and resolves within 1 day (29). Thus the RS regimen used in the present study appeared to result in a transient increase in glucocorticoid release consistent with acute HPA activation.

CS has also been used to elicit a stress response in rodents, but is not as well characterized as RS. Switching animals to a new unoccupied cage results in a two- to threefold increase in corticosterone levels within 15 min of the cage switch (54) and cardiovascular changes consistent with increased sympathetic activation (53). Switching to a cage previously occupied by another male mouse also produces cardiovascular changes consistent with increased sympathetic drive (10, 30, 31). In the present study, we were unable to measure serum corticosterone levels in the CS after cage switching since this would likely have caused as much as if not more stress than CS alone, but thymus mass was significantly lower in the CS mice than in the BCs at all time points, suggesting that these mice experienced some level of increased stress/corticosterone levels.

We chose CS as a second stress intervention because we felt it might provide a lower level and/or different temporal pattern of stress than that produced by RS. Some evidence suggests that this was the case, since the CS mice tended to have lower overall effects than RS mice on some of the outcome measures.

![Graph A](image1)

**Fig. 4.** p85α mRNA levels are increased by acute daily stress. p85α mRNA levels relative to β-actin in the TA muscle of the various groups after 1 (A), 3 (B), or 7 (C) days. p85α mRNA levels significantly increased in the EC, HC, CS, and RS groups after 1 day, in the CS and RS groups after 3 days, and in the RS group after 7 days. Bars in each panel represent means ± SE for n = 4–5 animals/group. P < 0.05, statistically significantly different from BC at the same time point (*), significantly different from EC at the same time point (†), significantly different from HC at the same time point (‡), and significantly different from CS at the same time point (§).
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**Fig. 5.** Atrogin-1 mRNA levels are increased by acute daily stress. Atrogin-1 mRNA levels relative to β-actin in the TA muscle of the various groups after 1 (A), 3 (B), or 7 (C) days. Atrogin-1 mRNA levels significantly increased in the EC, HC, CS, and RS groups after 1 day and in the RS groups after 3 days but were not significantly different for any group after 7 days. Bars in each panel represent means ± SE for n = 4–5 animals/group. P < 0.05, statistically significantly different from BC at the same time point (*), significantly different from EC at the same time point (†), significantly different from HC at the same time point (‡), and significantly different from CS at the same time point (§).
For example, the loss in body mass in response to RS was significantly greater than that for CS at all time points (Fig. 1). Similarly, TA mass was unaffected by CS at any time point, and SOL mass was only affected after 7 days of daily CS (Fig. 2), whereas expression of p85/H9251 mRNA remained elevated at the 7-day time point for RS but not CS mice (Figs. 3 and 4). Together these data are consistent with the interpretation that CS produced lower overall effects on muscle than RS.

Interestingly, daily handling tended to increase proatrophy gene expression at the 1-day time point. However, handling stress alone was insufficient to induce changes in atrogene expression after 3 or 7 days of daily CS (Fig. 2), whereas expression of p85α mRNA remained elevated at the 7-day time point for RS but not CS mice (Figs. 3 and 4). Together these data are consistent with the interpretation that CS produced lower overall effects on muscle than RS.

Our results are also consistent with the hypothesis that mice acclimate to daily stressors, particularly mild ones such as routine handling. The HC mice showed significantly higher levels of MSTN, p85α, atrogin-1, and MuRF1 1 day after a single bout of daily handling, but these were not significantly different at the 3- or 7-day time points. Moreover, even the RS mice showed some attenuation in the magnitude of atrogene expression across the time course of the study. Our data suggest that repeated exposure to the same stressor on multiple days does result in acclimation to the stressor, but they also suggest that the magnitude of the effect is gene-dependent, since the different atrophy-associated genes showed different temporal patterns of attenuation.

The results of the present study suggest that the effects of RS on the skeletal muscle parameters analyzed could not be explained by altered food/caloric intake alone. Food intake was significantly decreased in the HC, CS, and RS groups for the first 3 days of the study but were not significantly different from those of unstressed mice for days 4–6 [Supplemental Fig. 1 (Supplemental data for this article may be found on the American Journal of Physiology: Regulatory, Integrative and Comparative Physiology website)]. Thus stress did result in a significant decrease in food intake during the earliest time points of the present study. However, food restriction alone had no significant effect on muscle mass or on atrogene mRNA levels at any time point and significantly increased MSTN and p85α mRNA levels at the 1-day time point only. In contrast,
TA and SOL mass was significantly decreased after 3 and 7 days of RS, MSTN and p85α mRNA levels were significantly increased across all time points, and atrogin-1 and MuRF1 mRNA levels were elevated at several time points with RS. Thus RS produced much more robust effects on both gene expression and muscle mass than food restriction alone.

The exact stimuli eliciting the increase in atrophic gene expression were not identified in the present study. However, it is likely that most, if not all, of the changes observed with RS or CS were a consequence of the heightened activation of the HPA and/or sympathetic systems. Expression of MSTN, p85α, atrogin-1, and MuRF1 is directly regulated by glucocorticoids (17, 32, 33, 38, 40, 52), supporting the hypothesis that the elevation in the expression of these genes in response to RS or CS in the present study was a consequence of increased HPA activity resulting in increased systemic glucocorticoid levels. At present, there are no data supporting a link between inactivity resulting in increased systemic glucocorticoid levels.

One surprising finding of the present work was the fact that MSTN null mice appeared to experience an attenuated corticosterone response to stress. The reasons for this are unclear, but unstressed MSTN null mice tended to have higher serum corticosterone levels than unstressed wild type, although this was not significantly different from that of wild type. This modest elevation certainly contributed to the smaller difference in corticosterone levels between unstressed and stressed MSTN null mice. This may reflect a slightly greater need for glucocorticoid signaling with RU-486 (27). We recently demonstrated that MSTN null mice are similarly refractory to another model of glucocorticoid-mediated muscle atrophy, food deprivation (Allen DL, unpublished observations). Moreover, the fact that MSTN null mice are also resistant to glucocorticoid-induced muscle atrophy (16) is consistent with MSTN playing an intermediary role between HPA activation and muscle atrophy during daily stress.

Because elevated glucocorticoids seemed to be a likely candidate for the increase in atrogin gene expression and decrease in muscle and body mass observed in the present study, and since a recent study suggested that MSTN expression is necessary for glucocorticoid-mediated muscle atrophy (16), we sought to determine whether MSTN was necessary for the stress-induced changes in muscle mass and atrogin-1 expression observed in the present study. Indeed, in the MSTN null mice subjected to RS, we found the increase in atrogin-1 mRNA was blunted, less body mass was lost, and muscle mass loss was completely abrogated (Fig. 8). At present, it is not clear whether the relative resistance of MSTN null mice to stress-induced changes in body mass, muscle mass, and gene expression is due to a direct role for MSTN in the skeletal muscle stress response or whether MSTN null mice are refractory due to developmental or other indirect compensatory consequences of MSTN inactivation. Arguing for the former is the fact that MSTN expression is increased by glucocorticoids (32, 33), and the fact that the increase in MSTN expression in another glucocorticoid-dependent model is attenuated by inhibition of glucocorticoid signaling with RU-486 (27).
findings on muscle mass changes with acute stress are recent results by Engelbrecht et al. (13) who demonstrated that muscle fiber size in the gastrocnemius muscle was significantly decreased by 2 h of daily RS for 28 straight days. The decrease in muscle mass in the present study was not large; TA mass decreased ~8–10% and SOL mass decreased ~12% after 3 days of daily RS (Fig. 2). However, mass of the gastrocnemius/plantarlis decreased ~11% and mass of the SOL decreased ~16% following 3 days of hindlimb suspension in mice (8), and thus the loss in mass in response to acute RS is actually similar in magnitude to the level of muscle mass lost with more traditional models of muscle atrophy such as hindlimb suspension.

Similarly, with the exception of the changes in p85α mRNA levels at the 1-day time point in the stressed mice, many of the changes in gene expression observed in the present study were fairly small, on the order of 1.3- to 2-fold changes. It is possible that some of these changes, although statistically significant, were not of sufficient magnitude to produce biologically meaningful changes in protein levels and thus muscle mass. This is certainly likely in the case of CS, in which we observed only modest effects on muscle mass. However, RS was associated with significant decreases in TA and SOL mass, which suggest that the modest changes in expression of these (and likely in other gene products not measured in this study) had a physiological effect on muscle size. This is further supported by the fact that MSTN inactivation attenuated the loss in muscle mass with RS even though MSTN mRNA levels increased at most less than twofold at any time point examined. It is also possible that changes in p85α and MSTN, as well as in other genes not analyzed, while small, may have additive effects on the signaling pathways regulating muscle growth and size. Future studies will need to evaluate the acute effects of daily stress on flux through pathways such as the PI 3-kinase/Akt/mTOR pathway to elucidate whether stress-induced gene expression changes affect growth signals within muscle.

The present study demonstrates that acute daily psychological stress is associated with muscle atrophy. Decreases in lean muscle mass may contribute to two adverse muscle-associated health outcomes of chronic stress in humans. First, decreases in lean muscle mass may contribute to a shift in body composition that can promote obesity. A loss in lean muscle mass decreases the amount of metabolically active tissue available for oxidative breakdown of energy substrate and decreases the primary platform for glucose uptake and thus may further contribute to the increased propensity of diabetes in stressed individuals (44, 45). In addition, a decrease in skeletal muscle mass in response to psychological stress may also predispose skeletal muscle to greater likelihood or severity of injury. Decreases in muscle mass and changes in fiber type (34) with stress result in a greater likelihood or severity of injury. Decreases in skeletal muscle mass may contribute to two adverse muscle-associated health outcomes of chronic stress in humans. First, decreases in lean muscle mass may contribute to a shift in body composition that can promote obesity. A loss in lean muscle mass decreases the amount of metabolically active tissue available for oxidative breakdown of energy substrate and decreases the primary platform for glucose uptake and thus may further contribute to the increased propensity of diabetes in stressed individuals (44, 45). In addition, a decrease in skeletal muscle mass in response to psychological stress may also predispose skeletal muscle to greater likelihood or severity of injury. Decreases in muscle mass and changes in fiber type (34) with stress result in a smaller, more fatigable muscle that could experience greater strain for a given level of contractile force, possibly increasing the likelihood of muscle damage (41, 42).
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